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ABSTRACT  
 

 “Local Nest” is an online marketplace providing homestay database 

and booking online platform for travelers who love to travel in sensational natural 

atmosphere and experience with local people and life-style. Our purpose is to promote 

existing homestay, that lack of communication skill and capability, to the market and 

also create job opportunity for anyone, especially local people, who would like to 

transform their house to be homestay. This will also help develop local community 

economy and educate people to think about nature conservation. 

 Our process will start from gathering homestay, which wants to join 

“Local Nest” for benefit of promoting their homestay, and booking online platform, 

then we will publicize their homestay to travelers through online platform. We also 

act as consultants by giving advice to new candidate who want to open homestay 

business with sustainable solution that maintain nature, culture, tradition and 

community life. 

 

Keywords: Homestay, Booking online platform, Marketplace 
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CHAPTER 1 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

 

1.1 Background 

           

The original idea of the project was in December 2015 while one of co-

founder driving along estuary area in Paknampran, Pranburi district, Prachuabkirikhan 

province then he saw a lot of fishing boats docking. From this point, he wondered that 

how can these people-fishermen-make money for this period of time. 

To enlarge on it, Paknampran city is located to the sea so people’s 

livelihood is mainly related to fishery. But, because of navigation timing regulation 

and weather condition, sometime they cannot go cruising so they have to stop the 

business. 

Putting the fishery business aside, this city is also well known as scenery 

town. Small peaceful town with unique tradition next to the sea, this is why many 

tourists love it and the number of travelers has been increased through years passed. 

As of above, it has become to our assumption that “fisherman house 

owners need additional income and are willing to open their house as homestay for 

travelers who love to travel or stay at this kind of residence to experience with locals 

and, surely, there must be demand for it” 

 

1.2 Local Nest Journey 

 

1.2.1 1
st
 Phase: Fisherman House Survey 

After we set assumption, we started our journey by exploring 

certain fisherman houses. Our main survey questions were below. 

1) Do you have problem when you have to pause your business? 

2) Do you want additional income for this period of time? and 

3) What if someone want to stay at your house for some period of time and you can 

get money from them, do you prefer? 
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As of above, they had YES for every questions but one major problem that 

we found was general fisherman homestay is not good for guest or traveler to stay 

because of fishy smell and messy stuff. 

                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 General fisherman house atmosphere 

  

So, we have to explore more and more and then we found a good potential 

place. Mrs. Karnjana and her family already retired from fisherman and their house 

and scenery is very amazing. The most important thing is they are really interested in 

our project. However, they were still afraid of running this kind of business since it 

was totally new for them. 

                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Mrs.Karnjana’s house atmosphere 
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  1.2.2 2
nd

 Phase: Success Model Exploration and Prototype Launching 

We talked with Thai expertise in local traveling business named 

LocalAlike so that we can know more about the trend of this kind of travel and 

behavior or customer. Furthermore, we talked with one homestay owner in 

Prachuabkirikhan who had been operated homestay for 10 years and it had already 

been shutdown since 2013 so we can learn a lot about the factors to operate homestay 

business successfully. 

After that, we came back to Mrs.Karnjana and her family. We 

planned together and they decided to join our project to transform his house to be 

homestay. 

 

Figure 1.3 Mrs.Karnjana’s house renovation#1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Mrs.Karnjana’s house renovation#2 
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1.2.3 3
rd

  Phase: Model Adjustment 

After we succeed with Mrs.Karnjana, we tried to find more 

candidates but it’s still not successful. Along the way of the exploration, we could 

find another problem of this market, and it turned to be our opportunity. What we 

found was current real homestays in Thailand were hardly searched on the internet. 

There is only one website of Thailand Tourism department officially gathering 

homestay information but it is not updated and its interface and appearance is very old 

fashion. So, we set another assumption that whether these homestays need someone to 

help promote their business or not.  

 We firstly proved it by calling sampling homestays and our 

assumption was proven as YES. Then, we adjust the model a little bit by also 

approaching existing homestay and offering them with our service to promote and PR 

their business through our Facebook page. 

  

 To make it bigger, we officially contacted to Thailand Tourism 

department to discuss about what we are doing and ask whether do the government 

sector need to support this kind of project or not. They said it is really good if there 

will be some private sector coming in this industry because it is going to help develop 

local tourism business and also lift up living standard of people in that community as 

they can make money from it. So, Thailand Tourism department supported us for 140 

Homestay lists and contact information from all over Thailand then we had contacted 

every single homestay to propose them what are we going to do, ask them whether 

they want to join our network or not. So far, we have 80 various homestays 

throughout Thailand joining our platform deserve to the customers. 

 Furthermore, we have personal travelers as our main customer target 

but we also propose to the companies that are interested in homestays for their 

purpose of Company outing, team building and so on. It interests many small 

companies but it does not match with big companies’ requirements as these kind of 

companies usually aim to big luxury hotel.  
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 1.2.4 4
th

 Phase: Model Strengthening 

In September and October 2016, we strengthened the business model by 

constantly posting homestays on our page over and over. We increased number of 

homestay posts, in both Thai and English, in our platform from 15 to 22 and 

collaborated with homestays to launch hot promotion with 8 homestays in Total. 

From constant posting and Facebook advertisement boost up, we could gain more 

page subscribers and more customers contacted. In total, so far, Local Nest got 13 

transactions with could be converted to 46 persons of customer mixing with couple, 

small and family group.  

 

1.3 Vision, Mission and Goal 

  

1.3.1 Vision (Statement desire of future) 

Local Nest will become well known homestay database and 

booking online platform of homestay located in Central and Eastern region of 

Thailand for travelers who love to travel in sensational natural atmosphere and 

experience with local people and tradition. We will create job opportunity for anyone, 

especially local people, who would like to transform their house to be homestay and 

we will be another way to strongly promote existing homestay to the market. This will 

also help develop local community economy and educate people to think about nature 

conservation. 

We aim to cover at least 100 homestays within 2016 and expand to 

200 all over region of Thailand and some trial in neighboring countries within 2017 

together with official online application. 

1.3.2 Mission 

We are friendly online platform covering all necessary information 

in order to maximize user and society benefit. 

1.3.3 Goal 

Local Nest targets to be well know homestay database and booking 

online platform for traveler who love to travel in sensational natural atmosphere and 

experience with local people and life-style. Our revenue model will generate from  
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commission fee of new and existing homestay joining the platform and from any 

organization that would like to promote its activities around homestay. 

Within 2016, we aim to propose and invite at least 100 homestays, all over 

Thailand, to join the platform that is Facebook. This is to gather homestay 

information and initially create Local Nest brand reputation. 

 In 2017, we target to scale up our network by reaching at least 200 

homestays all over Thailand including in neighboring countries such as Laos, 

Myanmar, and Cambodia etc. Also, we will create friendly mobile phone application 

to connect between house owners and travelers. This will also be a good chance to 

generate revenue from advertising. Finally, with the strong network, we expect that 

we will have at least 10,000 travelers pay for their service within the year. 

In 2018-2020, we will officially expand our business into international 

market by starting from ASEAN countries and step forward to potential countries that 

have big numbers of tourists like Japan and China. In total, we should have another 

100 Thailand homestays and 700 homestays of neighboring countries. Our target 

revenue should reach 34 million within 2021 including commission fee and 

advertising service. 

 

1.4 Management Team 

 

Our company management consists of two people who have the same 

passion of traveling and cultural exchanges experience and activity. We did not really 

have fixed responsibilities but we’re outstanding in different field. To keep the 

business on track, the management meeting is held weekly to update current status, 

progression, discuss and finalize some issues. 

 1. Mr. Thanakarn Hukharn 

Mr.Thanakarn was born in Prachuabkirikhan in South west 

region and he also worked in private company which responsible for Eastern, Central 

and lower North-East region as salesperson so he’s quite familiar with local people 

and tradition and know the area information such as geography, business very well. 

Economics and marketing course from graduation and 4 years experiences in sales  
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field is one of his strengths to penetrate the market and communicate with all 

stakeholders.   

2. Mr. Suphachai Ruangapirom 

Mr.Suphachai was one of Local traveling club member in 

University. He loves to travel and attend such local activities so he’s really passion on 

it and knows what are travelers looking for. Moreover, he’s quite good at designing 

and creativity, and together with Engineer degree so he is able to properly advice 

house owner on house renovation. 

 

1.5 Industry Analysis 

 

 1.5.1. Thailand Tourism Industry and Global Trend 

Tourism industry is one of major businesses of Thailand. In 

2015, Thailand had generated income from tourism at 2.23 million baht, which 

growth rate is more than 20% comparing to previous year, that is the highest record 

ever. Moreover, Tourism Department of Thailand still forecasts that it will 

continuously increase to reach 2.3 million baht in 2016. 

 As that, in 2015, there were 29.88 foreigners coming to 

Thailand which is increased from 2014 record at 20.44% and it can separately 

generate income for 1,440 billion baht. At the same time, if we look at Thai record, it 

has been increasing as well. In 2015, there were more than 138.8 times of Thais 

traveling in country that can separately generate income for 790 billion baht. So, we 

can see that this is the big market to jump into. 

According to the partial researches of TripAdvisor, we can see 

the new trend of traveling that can be really good opportunity for us as below details. 

1.5.1.1 Trend #1 – Seeking new experience 

In the coming year, travelers of all ages will seek out things 

they haven’t tried before, from cruises to solo travel and more. 

Globally, 69% of travelers plan to try something new in 2016. 1 in 5 global travelers 

said they would try a cruise for the first time next year. 17% will try solo travel for the 

first time in 2016; 15% will try adventure travel for the first time. 
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1.5.1.2 Trend #2 – Spending more because it’s “worth it” 

Worldwide, travelers are open to spending more in 2016 

than they have in the past-and not just because of rising costs. 

 1 in 3 travelers (33%) are planning to spend more on 

travel in 2016 than they did the previous year. Among those who plan to increase 

their travel budget, 49% said they will do so because “because I or my family deserve 

it.” 31% said they would spend more on travel because “it’s important for my health 

and well-being.” 

1.5.1.3 Trend #3 – Choosing destinations based on culture, 

special offers 

Today, travelers choose destinations for a number of 

reasons, including special offers from accommodations. 

 Globally, 47% of travelers say they have visited a 

destination because of the culture and people of the specific country. 1 in 5 travelers 

(21%) have chosen a destination because a hotel had a special offer or package. “TV 

tourism” is on the rise: 1 in 5 global travelers have visited a destination because they 

saw it on a TV show. 

1.5.1.4 Trend #4 – Managing reputations online 

Online presence remains important: In 2016, businesses 

will be keeping a close eye on what people are saying about them on the web. 

 93% of hoteliers said that online traveler reviews are 

important for the future of their business. Online reputation management is still the 

biggest area of investment for accommodation owners in 2016, with 59% investing 

more in this area than they did the previous year. 

  

   As of above information, we define trendy-traveler as someone 

who is looking for new experience focusing on cultural-exchange base that they are 

willing to pay more if it’s worth. Importantly, all transaction should be operated 

online and there must be cool activity that they can share it to social network. 
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1.5.2 Demand 

We did research into two aspects. First, we used Google Adwords to 

see traffic of homestay searching and second, we did questionnaire survey which is 

separated for Thai people and foreigner. 

 Google Adwords information 

In Google Adwords, there is function called “keyword Planner” that 

we can easily see Searching History that can be referred to interest of market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Google Adwords Key Planner: “Homestay Thailand” 

  

From above picture, we track demand by using hint search as “Homestay 

Thailand” and the result shown that there were averagely 200k searches a month in 

period of August 2015 – July 2016. 
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Figure 1.6 Google Adword Key Planner: “โฮมสเตย์” 

 

As of above picture, we use hint search as “homestay word in Thai 

language” and the result shown that there were averagely 200k searches a month in 

period of August 2015 – July 2016.  

  

As a result of this primary information, we can see the good sign of 

homestay business that there are many people interested in homestay tourism as we 

can see from their google usage behavior. However, we did research more deeply by 

randomly distributing questionnaire. There are many questions to analyze in various 

aspects such as their traveling history, traveling characteristic interest and behavior 

and so on. But the critical question is about Local Nest concept, homestay trip that 

can develop local community, and we got result as below  
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Figure 1.7 Questionnaire result of Thai people 

 

From 152 people, we can see that more than 66% are interested in this type 

of tourism when they can clearly see Local Nest concept on what they will experience 

and how they can help the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1.8 Questionnaire result of foreigner 

 

 Looking at foreigner’s opinion of 24 people, the result shown that 

more than 80% are interested in it. It is even more than Thai people so foreigner 

traveler could be another target opportunity. 
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In summary, we found that there are significant demands for homestay 

from Thai and foreigner travelers especially when they know the concept of real 

homestay that it’s not about travelling only but also touching and feeling locals. 

 

1.5.3 Competitors 

Nowadays, there are many players providing platform to connect 

between traveler and residence, hotel, guesthouse, rental building etc. which their 

main value is residence information covering all over area worldwide with one stop 

booking service. 

Well-known examples are Booking.com and Agoda. Beside plenty of 

information, their major strategy is offering the best discount to traveler. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1.9 Booking.com and Agoda logo 

 

Next player in the market is AirBNB. AirBNB uses economy sharing 

concept by matching unused or available residence of someone with anyone who 

would like to find lodging for certain period of time. This is relatively cheaper to 

hotel because the need of residences owners is to turn useless asset to be additional 

income so they will not charge at high price. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10 AirBNB logo 
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Another related player is local trip organizer such as Local Alike that, is 

Thai organization, acts as online marketplace where traveler can find curated travel 

experiences in local communities across Southeast Asia. They are focusing on trips in 

local community area. The tour program is fixed on number of group participant and 

pattern of the trip program so, as their business characteristic, they mainly target to 

B2B business. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11 Local Alike co-founder interview 

 

Analyzing deeply, we target ourselves to be in the same market of AirBNB 

and Local Alike. We use concept of sharing economy, homestay owner shares their 

house to travelers, of AirBNB and concept of local traveling, travelers experience 

with local people, local community. Those characteristics are what we see as analog. 

However, Local Nest still has unique value by pushing itself into the area that 

AirBNB and Local Nest has overlooked. 
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Figure 1.12 Relation metric between trip flexibility and type of residence 

 

Above metric shows relation between traveler’s freedom and lodging type. 

Upper X-axis represents higher freedom of traveler in term of number of timing, 

group participant, activity customization of particular trip. Right zone of Y-axis 

represents resting place oriented or the main purpose of lodging to just find some 

place to stay but on the other hand, left zone represents the residents that were aim to 

create local  

experiences for travelers so we can see that Local Nest is in specific area 

of needs that we have homestays providing unique local experiences without 

constraints of the program so travelers can customize it by themselves for example 

they can choose between only stay chilling the house or enjoying the activities. 

 

1.5.4 Homestay Business in Thailand 

The definition of homestay, according to Thailand Tourism 

department, is one of traveling type that traveler have to lodge with house owner in 

the same building that partial building can be transformed or renovated as homestay. 

All room available must less than 5 rooms that can serve travelers not more than 20 

persons a time. The most important thing, it must not affect owner’s daily life and the  
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income generated by this business must be accounted as additional income, not main 

revenue stream.       

Homestay has been introduced to Thailand market for more than 20 years. 

Firstly, it is targeted on foreigners staying and working in rural area and did not want 

to stay alone so there was a need for it. After that, it had been used for student or 

researcher that wants to stay closed to certain ecology to do research on their interest 

fields. Those homestays averagely charge 500 baht for rental fee per person per night.  

Nowadays, we can generally see that, homestay is promoted to be like 

such hotel or guesthouse that decorated as antique building and located nearby local 

area. Most of them, are located near the sea, are using strategy to attract tourist with 

good scenery and precious seafood but these type of service are not exactly homestay 

original concept. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.13 Fake homestay promoting online. 

Looking back at true homestay, there are more than 140 homestays all 

over Thailand based on Thailand Tourism department's database as of April 2016. 

But the problem of these homestays is lacking of effective PR and 

advertising because most of them are located in rural area and are not familiar with 

technology like social network therefore, we see a lot of them are not successful 

because no one knows they exists. 

 Even though Thailand Tourism department had handed on to help 

promoting the business and created “Homestay Standard” to give certification to  
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homestay that has passed evaluation, but it is not effective and constant because 

Government policy characteristic that operate without solid long-term plan. 

To highlight on it, we talked with a hundred of homestays in Thailand, that 

are listed on www.homestaythai.net, and more than 90% of them really need help 

from private sector to promote and publicize their business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.14 www.homestaythai.net 

 

1.6 SWOT Analysis 

 

1.6.1 Strength 

Local Nest’s strategy is very unique and concentrated. As we focus 

only on homestay business, we will be the leader of the market. One of our 

company’s missions is to help developing local community’s economy so it can be 

various small jigsaws to stimulate country as well as to educate people to have mind-

set on society care. 

As such, we will easily gain support and investment from 

Government office and private investors, as they will look for such organization that 

can make profit and develop society at the same time. 

Our company also has strong managements that are familiar with 

Thai local community as they have sales working experience in upcountry and has 

great passion and experience about local traveling. Moreover, they also have good 

knowledge on engineering and designing that is necessary for both candidate 

homestay and existing homestay. Lastly, they are young people with full of energetic  

 

http://www.homestaythai.net/
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and familiar with social network so they capable to operate online marketing strategy 

that can reduce expense in the initial stage. 

 

1.6.2 Weakness 

Company’s current platform is not standardized yet. Since we 

operate it through Facebook page only so there is no booking system. All transaction 

must be manual contact that we may lose some customers because they feel it is not 

convenience comparing to booking via another online application. 

Another issue is homestay network. Currently, we do not have 

enough manpower and resource to effectively access and gather information and 

database, such as pictures to be used for PR, of all homestay so we need to invest 

more to close this gap. 

Also, as we focus only homestay business, it could be bad for us if 

travelers are not interested in this type of business anymore.       

           

1.6.3 Opportunity 

Our opportunities come from problem of Thai people that can be 

separated into two views as our business model. 

First, Thailand still has problem of poor average income so local 

people are willing to do something more to make additional income and this is our 

opportunity for us to motivate them to be homestay and join our network. 

Secondly, existing homestays all over Thailand need supporting on 

business PR and advertising. This is the room for us to provide them our value. 

Thirdly, there is no solid organization taking care of this business, 

not only government sector but also private sector. As the discussion with staff of 

Thailand Tourism department, he said “It could be great if private organization can 

responsible for this and we are willing to support. 

 Lastly, as our research about traveling trend, people will look for 

local traveling experience that can give them unique experience instead of making a  

 

trip to big famous city so if we can strongly establish our product in Thailand, we can 

expand our business abroad that will generate more business opportunity. 
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1.6.4 Threat 

We separate the threats to be 3 aspects that are competition, 

homestay owner motivation and business planning, and social issue. 

First, competition, as nowadays, there are many platforms 

connecting travelers with residences so if some big players turn to play in this market 

for example AirBNB, we will be disadvantage because it has stayed in the marketing 

for a long time and has strong complementary assets. 

Second, we found from our execution that there were some of 

homestays decided to exit this business and turned to do another thing. It is because of 

many reasons such as they cannot make money from it, their family want to change 

the business and so on. So, as we are rely on the network, it’s very important to keep 

them with us and also keep continuously expand and find more homestays to make 

our network always big. 

Lastly, if political situation in country is not stable, like it has been 

in Thailand for while, there are serious arguments, protests, violence etc. it will affect 

travelers’ security confidence of both foreigners and Thais. As our only revenue 

stream will come from travelers going to homestay in our network so it will be a big 

effect if nobody want to travel anymore. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MARKETING STRATEGY 

 

Local Nest helps candidate homestays jump into the business and help 

promoting and publicizing existing homestays. We position ourselves as connecting 

platform in between supplier, or homestay, and demander, or traveler. 

In order to be successful, we need to find strong partners. Those are good 

homestays, local activities provider and related organization that is willing to support 

our project, because it see our project’s value, such as District office, Tourism 

department etc. 

Another key factor is how to promote our information to the market to 

reach the customer so we need to create friendly and attractive platform. This must be 

simple-uses and online that user can easily access anywhere and anytime. Also, we 

need to gather and simplify all necessary information providing to customer. 

At this stage, we have Facebook page which is cheap and flexible to 

promote through online society so we can gather and present all our information. 

Though it’s not the most effective way to operate booking but it’s the great way to 

learn the market and create trust, reputation and brand awareness before jumping to 

further step. 

 

2.1 Marketing Mix  

  

2.1.1 Product 

According to our exploration, we can see two problems that can be 

turned to the opportunity. First, someone want additional income and willing to utilize 

their residence and second, existing homestays lack of effective PR and advertising 

channel to promote their business. 

So, from this point, our product is made as marketplace of those 

homestays through online platform. It will be the information sources for travelers to 

find their preferred homestay based on its geographic and characteristics.  Moreover, 

to serve domestic and international demand, we make it in Thai and English language  
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so foreigners can see the detail of homestays in our platform and directly contact to us 

if they can decide where to go. 

Whenever traveler book the room through our Facebook page, we 

will contact to those homestays to check their availability first and then communicate 

back to the users. 

 

2.1.2 Price 

We set price to service provider, or homestay, as standard 

commission fee which we aim, in initial stage, to get 10% of their rental charge to 

customer per person which is comparatively low to current hotel booking agency in 

the market (Booking Hotel 15-18%, Agoda 15%, AirBNB 6% charged to residence 

and another 6% charge to customer). For customer price, we will motivate each 

homestay to maintain price level even it will be charged from us because, in long 

term, it will be more sustainable by having more chances to get customer 

continuously instead of getting big amount of profit in single time. 

However, if they want to increase rental fee, we will not force but 

our commission fee will strictly stay at the same rate. 

 

2.1.3 Place 

As we are online platform so we do not have our own direct selling 

place or store. Such that, our sales channel is basically in online market or social 

network. To strengthen our sales channel, we need to build reliable and friendly 

platform which anybody can use anywhere anytime. 

Therefore, as our place strategy, we do not have to worry about 

inventory management and expense on facility, manpower etc. of store. 

The important thing that we have to effectively control and operate is 

homestays in our network, which can implicitly count as our sales channel so the 

quality control, activity attractiveness is our key consideration. 
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2.1.4 Promotion 

Our promotion is provided for two main parties as below 

Promotion to Homestay: We provide 0% of commission charge for 

the first time of service as trial stage. 

Promotion to Traveler: We provide discount promotion to travelers 

by selecting the top interesting homestays. The promotion is divers based on each 

particular homestay such as discount for traditional costume, room discount etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Example of Homestay discount promotion 

 

The objective of this promotion is to create our platform reputation. The 

reputation can be divided to two dimensions. First, we aim to get traffic from our page 

subscribers from posts shares and likes so we can get more awareness from Facebook 

users. Second, we can show the success model from our PR activity to other 

homestays owner so it’s kind of trustworthy that we are going to get from them. Once 

we have much more of success, it will be easy to attract other potential homestays 

especially homestays in another country.  

This discount amount is balanced between Local Nest’s budget and 

homestay’s budget based on the condition. 
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2.1.5 People 

Even though, as in the initial stage and type of business, we do not 

need so many people to run the business but it is also the main driven factor in our 

solid network. We need people to effectively cooperate with different kind of 

homestays. They need to be very energetic, active and has good communication skill 

in order to contact with homestays as those homestays, as most of them are local 

people, generally are afraid to talk with stranger and likely to reject any offer at first. 

Another responsibility of this team needs is to visit homestays, collect the necessary 

information and, the most importantly, take homestays’ photo. As we mentioned 

earlier, most of homestays owner is lack of IT skill so they are not capable to provide 

good photos for use. This is the big opportunity for us since the first requirement of 

PR is pictures. 

Local Nest also needs manpower who are capable and has vision on 

social network management and application development since we are online 

platform that target ourselves as content specialist. 

  

2.2 Online Marketing Strategy 

 

2.2.1 Facebook 

Currently, Facebook is our main platform so, at the same time, we 

use it to promote our product. Aside from posting candidate homestay’s house 

renovation story to the page and posting existing homestay information, we have 

strategies as below  

 Introduction: Introduce who we are, what are we doing and 

what is our social and business goal. This is to get people know us more and 

think about us first when they need to open homestay or look for homestay 

trip. 

 Direct content: Review and present each candidate homestay 

transformation story, tell about what they have done before, why they want to join 

Local Nest and what benefits they is going to get. Also, present how good this 

homestay are, what is the interesting activities or tradition that travelers will get if  
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staying here. Furthermore, gathering existing homestays information and rearrange 

them to be more attractive and promote on the page. 

 Related content: Post or share interesting related content about 

homestay, local activity, local tradition, travelling tips etc. in different type of media 

such as article, video, picture etc. in order to keep our page alive and create brand 

awareness. 

 Constant post timing: Keep updating content and re-share the 

old post of homestay in order remind the audience. 

 Facebook advertisement: Pay for the Facebook ads function to 

reach more of target users that we can customize target characteristics, target location 

and budget and period of ads. Also, we analyze searching density by area from 

“Google trend” function so that we can map the location of Facebook ads specifically 

to the area that we think it is the potential area.  

 We created inspiring video of candidate homestay that can 

successfully turn to be homestay, or existing homestay that can get benefit from our 

platform in order to persuade another one to join our project.   

According to those strategies, we learnt that the popular post that can 

attract users the most is the post that we combine tourist attraction with homestays 

information. The survey told us that travelers would love to see how is interesting of 

homestay itself and it will be more interesting if they and feel and touch the society 

nearby homestay. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Example of FB Post without tourist attraction information 
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Figure 2.3Example of FB Post with tourist attraction information 

   

 From above two examples, it has huge different of reaction of users. 

Previously in old style post we got just a few Likes but after we changed to the 

Tourism-Article style we got more than 250 Likes and 440 Post Shares. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Success of Tourism Article post style 
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To make it even more impact, we use Facebook page tool which is 

Facebook Advertising. Our first target is both Thais and foreigners who live in 

Bangkok so we set target audience in the page tool based on Age, Location and their 

preference. Our general period of Advertisement is 1 -2 week with range of budget 

between 30-80 baht per day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Example of Facebook Advertisement Tool to stimulate post 

 

 By doing that more efficiency, we utilized Google Trend tool. This 

tool helps us know the trend search of users in particular area. we put keyword search 

as “Homestay” then we found the area of high density of search, darker blue higher 

number of searches, which is South area (Phuket province) and North area 

(Chiangmai province) so we set location of target audience in Facebook 

Advertisement tool for English post version specifically to those areas. You can see 

the example as picture 
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Figure 2.6 Google Trend Tool with Facebook Ads. 

 

 From above mentioned that we revised our online strategies, so far we 

could get good page traffic in term of Page like, Post like and share and comment. 

Please see the summary as below table (as of 24 Aug 16) 

 

Table 2.1 Facebook page performance summary 

 

Topic Old Strategies New Strategies 

Average like per post 13 642 

Average share per post 1 83 

Highest like per post 32 1.4k 

Highest share per post 2 437 

Highest comment per post 3 35 

Page like 171 1,431 

 

2.2.2 Success Story Telling: Pantip Promote 

 We created article to post on Pantip web board as for three 

reasons. First, to promote Local Nest project’s concept. Second, to gain feedback of 

the project and third, to also help promote new homestays. 
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 We created inspiring video of candidate homestay that can 

successfully turn to be homestay, or existing homestay that can get benefit from our 

platform in order to persuade another one to join our project.   

 

2.3 Offline Marketing Strategy 

 

2.3.1 Leaflet Post at foreigners zone 

 We contacted hostel around foreigners zone in Bangkok like 

hostels nearby Khaosarn raod to put our leaflet of homestays to their announcement 

board 

 It is perfect match since these kind of residences also need 

some information of tourism, guide tour or lodging in upcountry area as customers 

also ask them about it so we do not have to pay anything. 

 The result is quite good, we got several contacts from 

foreigners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Leaflet post at Hostel’s announcement board 

 

2.3.2 Direct approach to the organization/company for outing activity 

 Our purpose is to propose homestays for their activity such as 

company outing, team building and so on. 

 We proposed to the big companies first such as Michelin,  
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Toyota, Isuzu etc. but we found that it doesn’t match with their requirements since 

they will always look for big luxury hotels or resorts. 

 After several explorations, we found that it is valuable to the 

small companies because the scale and their budget do match to homestays type. 

 The essential learning from this point is we need to have many 

various homestays in our platform along with all information especially pictures so it 

will be easier for the company to choose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Company approach (Tidtang studio) 

 

2.4 Competitive Strategy 

 

According to the information of current players in the market in Industry 

Analysis part, Local Nest positions itself to be different in niche-market. So, refer to 

Porter’s Generic Strategy, we are using Differentiation Focus strategy since we aims 

to differentiate ourselves within homestay market segment. Even though it is quite 

small market comparing to general tourism market but we see the benefit as following 

 

2.4.1 Specific Value 

Local Nest will create value for travelers who love kind of homestay 

trip. According to our exploration in Thailand market or even in global market, there  
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is no effective platform that fits to current customer behavior so we aim that 

whenever any travelers want to find information of homestay or book it, they must 

think about Local Nest first which nobody can do it. 

 

 2.4.2 Bargaining Power 

When we can provide products that are clearly different from 

competitors who may be targeting a broader group of customers, we will have more 

bargaining power on all stakeholders. 

To enlarge on it, we will talk about supplier, or homestay first. 

Since we are only one who focus on homestay business, we can better negotiate with 

those homestays such as the way to create commission fee system, when to ask them 

to join our sales campaign or marketing promotion for any period if we would like to 

boost sales, when we want them to proceed some activity for example to do customer 

feedback. 

Second, we will have bargaining power on travelers. If we can 

create effective homestay platform, in the future we can charge more from travelers 

for example travelers must pay more 5% if they use Local Nest application. 

 

2.4.3 Support and Investment Opportunity 

Since Local Nest is related to local community as it will help 

generating additional income to local people and society, local organization such as 

District office, Local tourism or organization, Department of Tourism of Thailand or 

even other related private organization will be willing to support us because if 

homestay in the area is popular and well-known among tourists that means that 

community’s economy will be developed. 

This is not valuable specifically in Thailand but also for 

international market as we can promote homestays in other countries thru our 

platform as well so it’s not hard to get support from Official department of those 

countries. 
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Furthermore, if we can prove that our business has bright future 

and we also are the only one who does this in the market, we can easily have 

investment from some investor. 

 

2.5 Brand Strategy 

 

2.5.1 Positioning 

Our brand positions itself as the one who connecting traveler or 

anyone who would like to take a rest far away from chaotic city to the peaceful local 

community at real homestay. As we can see from our brand definition, our brand 

operates under the name “Local Nest” which is combination of two words, “Local” 

represents local people, activity, community, tradition etc. which is hardly found at 

big city and, “Nest” represents safe and warm residence that traveler can stay with full 

confidence of getting best experience together with safety. Therefore, we mix those 

two words to represent platform that can bring anyone to very special place that you 

can enjoy unique experience in sensational atmosphere with local people and surely it 

is safe for everyone to come. 

Take a look at our Logo, in the middle of it we design the house 

structure with “L letter” and “N letter” so it represents the residence or house but still 

show implicit show Local Nest brand. Outside circle, we made it look like texture of 

bird’s nest to represent nature and local feeling which is our business identity. In the 

initial stage, we also put the word “Local Nest” in the bottom to keep remind 

customer of our brand. After we get more brand recognition, we might evolve it 

again.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Local Nest Logo 
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2.5.2 Personality 

If compare our brand to be a person, we are a smart man who have 

travel around the world and love to see, touch and exchange the experience with local 

people. So, we would like to develop local society’s standard of living together with 

protect natural resource and preserve good old tradition. As such, we are willing to 

invite everyone to see these amazing experiences with us. 

2.5.3 Promise 

Local Nest operates the business by realizing any possible effects on 

local community. Our trip will not change daily life of local people that could make 

them uncomfortable and barrier to their main job. Also, and this is the most important 

part, we will do nothing that might harm natural resource and ecology but we will 

instead try to educate others to care more about environment harmful issue. 

2.5.4 Purpose 

We will bring out an opportunity for local people, that mostly have 

less innovative thinking on work, to sustainably gain more additional income. It will 

be another way to develop community’s economy and standard of living.  

 

2.6 Marketing Roadmap 

 

We think ahead about Local Nest’s marketing roadmap in order to make 

sure of successful in the short future. Each phase will be operated under PDCA (Plan, 

Do, Check and Act) concept in order to help us to follow the plan and can recheck 

which is good and bad plan to see how can we adapt or improve the plans accordingly 

to the situation. We have 3 phases for this next 5 years ahead. 

 Phase 1: Brand Awareness Creation through Facebook page, 2016-2017 

This phase will mainly operate on Facebook page. From online 

marketing strategy, we aim to gain at least 20,000 page likes and 200,000 page likes 

within 2016 and 2017 respectively. Moreover, we expect our posts will be shared in 

social network more than 5,000 times and 50,000 times within 2016 and 2017 

respectively. From this target, we have strategies as below 
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 Providing clear, coverage and interesting content of each 

homestay. Also, providing the information of tourist attraction nearby homestays area. 

 Interacting in Facebook page on every comments to see and 

learn more about how they think about each particular issue. 

 Spending money to boost up Facebook page that can be the 

shortcut to promote our business in social network. 

 Creating our business concept into Info-graphic in order to 

easily explain to other and joining such tourism event to directly distribute our 

material to related stakeholders. 

 Creating success model story to be reference for anyone who is 

interested in our business. It will be another good way to create brand reputation. 

 Creating viral marketing such as video clip, multiple-page post 

etc. 

 Reminding our brand and communicating our best deal to 

stimulate sales through email to travelers periodically. 

 Attending and opening booth at tourism exhibition such as 

Tourism Authority of Thailand event etc. 

 Launching mobile application in beta version to test the market 

and user behavior. 

Phase 2: Strengthen Local Nest brand and Launching official Mobile 

application, 2018-2019 

After we can introduce Local Nest and create brand awareness 

to the market, at this stage, it is the time of mobile application marketing 

communication. As we plan to launch mobile application, we will announce it 

through our Facebook page which is the has already strong users base. Also, we will 

invest more by offering celebrities, bloggers that have strong identity related to 

tourism to promote our application. Regarding offline strategy, we will join tourism 

exhibition to continuously promote Local Nest brand and the application.   
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 We expect to grow Facebook page to be 1,000,000 page likes 

and 50,000 download of mobile application in within 2019. The strategies details are 

as below. 

 Offering existing popular social networkers, celebrities, 

bloggers related to travelling to promote our product. 

 Continuously using Facebook Advertisement and Google 

Adwords with appropriate budget. 

 Buying advertisement space on mobile phone application and 

so on. 

 Providing game and reward to interact with potential customers 

and make it viral. 

 Gathering and recording every homestay travelling moment in 

order to prepare for communication. 

 Creating mobile application review and user interview. 

 Leveraging offline strategies such as tourism exhibition, 

travelling magazine to help promote our platform. 

 Reminding our brand and communicating our best deal to 

stimulate sales through email to travelers periodically. 

Phase 3: Achieving application users quantity, 2020-2021 

This year we will strongly focus on mobile application 

marketing. We hope to get at least 1,000,000 downloads with at least 100,000 users 

booking homestay through the application. We have strategies for this phase as 

below. 

 Continuously intensively promoting our product through social 

network. 

 Making the application for both iOS and Android with free of 

charge. 

 Providing discount for first booking via the application. 

 Creating online feedback form in order to evaluate application 

performance. 
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 Providing incentive to homestay that perform well or can 

provide coverage necessary information to us such as map, tourist attraction, 

transportation information etc. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SALES STRATEGY 

 

3.1 Method to Generate Income 

 

3.1.1 Homestay Booking Fee 

As we act as marketplace for any traveler who want to stay in 

homestay and we are also helping homestay owner to promote and advertise them in 

our marketplace, so we will charge commission from the price that homestay set to 

sell to customer, with this strategy traveler will not feel that they pay their booking 

fee expensive than direct booking with homestay owner. Moreover, we will negotiate 

with homestay owner to set price to sell through our platform lower than original 

price which will have more attractive to customer. 

We also have option for customers who come as a big group. We 

will provide them with special discount depend on negotiation, however the price and 

discount must be approved by homestay owner before we make a deal with customer. 

As group tour booking fee that have special discount, we will charge homestay owner 

with low commission compare with regular price. 

3.1.2 Local Activity / Trip Booking Fee 

Along with homestay business, homestay owner usually provide 

local activity or small trip to traveler. Some traveler might be interested in only 

activity but they are not prefer to stay in homestay and in some case local activities 

are main profitable business rather than homestay rental, so we will charge 

commission from the price that homestay owner set to sell activity to customer, with 

this strategy traveler will not feel that they pay their fees expensive than direct 

booking with homestay owner. Moreover, we will negotiate with homestay owner to 

set activity price to sell through our marketplace lower than real price which will have 

more attractive to customer. 
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3.1.3 Package Booking Fee 

As full package that homestay owners normally provide to customer 

is including homestay rental, local activity or small trip, so we will cooperate with 

homestay owner to set the package that customer will pay less if they buy full 

package. We will also charge commission from the price that homestay owner set to 

sell to customer. 

3.1.4 Advertisement in Facebook 

Since we act as marketplace, in initial stage, we will not charge any 

homestay owner about register fee to promote their homestay or any local activity in 

our marketplace, and we will promote their homestay for free in our Facebook page or 

webpage with same standard with another homestay, such as, promote their homestay  

once a time in every months, but if they want us to promote more or they want their 

homestay name to be in the first list to show to customer when customer come to our 

marketplace we will charge them for advertisement fee. 

This advertisement fee is opened for anyone who wants to advertise 

their products through our platform. It is including rental fee, local activity, small trip 

any business that relate to homestay business or even any products that are related to 

tourism such as traveling bag, tourism news and so on. 

  

 

Figure 3.1 Diagram of How to Generate Income 
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3.2 Pricing 

 

3.2.1 Homestay Rental Fee 

 Existing Homestay 

Generally, existing homestay have already set their price to sell 

to customer, and we cannot change their setting price due to homestay owner 

constrain, however we will negotiate with homestay owner to charge commission fee 

if customer book homestay through our marketplace. 

For the fees, it depends on negotiation that agreed by Local 

Nest and homestay owners, Normally we will charge 10% of any price however 

minimum fee of any homestay should not less than 5% of full price or 30 baht per 

person per night (in case that 5% of full price per person per night is lower than 30 

baht) 

 New Homestay 

New homestay never ever do homestay business and do not 

know how to set profitable and reasonable price for their homestay, so we will help 

them to set a basic price by Local Nest method. Due to exploration that homestay 

booking average price per night is around 500 per night so we create basic calculation 

of rental fee to analyze the real cost and appropriate rental fee. We assume that rental 

fee is equal to 500 baht, and homestay also provide 1 local meal to customer which is 

around 100 baht. Facility cost is including water, electricity, or homestay maintenance 

fee. Transportation cost is cost of service that any homestay provide 2-ways pick up 

customer from local transportation hub to homestay. Service cost is a cost that mark 

up to cover administration cost or any emergency cost. As Local Nest will charge 

commission from rental fee so, we will assume that Charging fee from negotiation 

with homestay owner is equal to 10% of full price. Since the result from simple 

calculation show that homestay owner will have income equal to 500 

baht/person/night and had expenditure around 250 baht/person/night, so homestay 

owner will have profit from homestay rental fee around 250 baht/person/night. 
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Table 3.1 New Homestay Financial Calculation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Local Activity / Trip Booking Fee 

From exploration, activity or small trip in many homestay business 

are diversity. We cannot use average price to estimate the activity fee of any 

homestay business because some activities have high cost due to length of activity 

time, number of staffs, equipment etc., so we will negotiate for commission fee case 

by case with homestay owners, however minimum fee of any activity that Local Nest 

will get should not less than 3% of full price or 30 baht per person per activity (in 

case that 3% of full price per person per night is lower than 30 baht) 

3.2.3 Package Booking Fee 

Package booking fee is a promotion that is create to attract customer. 

This package generally includes homestay rental, local activity or small trip. For any 

product package, Local Nest will cooperate with homestay to set the price which must 

be lower than the price that sum up between solely full price of homestay rental and 

full price of activity or small trip. About commission that Local Nest will get should 

not less than 4% of full price or 60 baht per person per package (in case that 4% of 

full price per person per night is lower than 60 baht). This condition is used for 1 

night of homestay rental fee and 1 activity only, for other case, it will depends on 

each negation case by case. 
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3.2.4 Advertisement in Facebook 

For advertisement in our Facebook page or website, we will 

promote all homestay once time per month but if any homestay want to more 

promote, Local Nest will charge 500 baht per time for one post. This condition can 

also use with any local activity, small trip or other related business that want to 

promote in our marketplace. However, in initial stage of our project we will not 

charge any advertisement. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OPERATION STRATEGY 

 

4.1 Facts 

 

4.1.1 Homestay owners are lack of IT and marketing knowledge 

Many Homestay owners are local people who live in rural area and 

quite old, so they usually do not have opportunity to access education due to the 

nature of Thailand education system in many years ago. This is a main reason why 

they lack of knowledge to expand their homestay business and cannot promote their 

homestay to reach real customer.  

About Information technology (IT), all homestay owner almost do 

not know to deal with it, some people cannot even use smartphone or e-mail. Some 

people are better but still not good, they have their descendant or skilled employee to 

help them, however this factor still be an obstacle for homestay owners because they 

might not understand whole process of IT and how to improve their business with IT 

tools. 

Marketing is another factor that homestay owner usually do not 

know how to use, apply and improve their business. Many homestay which have a 

good performance usually get help and support from many organization such as 

Tourism organization, CSR(corporate social responsibility)project from many 

companies or other Government departments, but for another homestay which do not 

receive any support from these kind of organization usually have bad performance of 

their homestay business and cannot grow up. 

  

4.1.2 Language Barrier 

From exploration, we found that traveler who interest in traveling 

along with local experience, living together with local people are not only Thai people 

but also foreigner from developed countries. Their countries are rely on materialism, 

people have too much stress from their economic environment, so they usually want 

to find peaceful place for traveling to calm their mind down. Homestay generally  
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locate around with beautiful scenery, peaceful nature environment and local culture 

with local people.  Since many homestay owners are local people who usually do not 

have enough education and do not know how to use another language, it is a big 

problem for homestay owner that they cannot communicate with foreign customer 

who want to travel and stay with them which make homestay owner loss opportunities 

to gain this additional income. 

4.1.3 Price Constrain 

Average price for many homestay rental for 1 night which including 

1 meal per person is around 500 baht and minimum number of any traveler group is 2 

people, with these number, total price of rental fee for 2 person per 1 night is 1000 

baht. If we looking at other hotel room rental fee, 1000 baht can rent a good bedroom 

from many hotel with full of facilities, so with this comparison, homestay rental fee is 

hard to set with high price.  

4.1.4 Homestay rental business cannot stand alone without additional 

activity 

Homestay business in each community normally has room available 

for rent not over than 10 rooms and do not have budget to invest in things that will 

create efficient operation in their business. Moreover, many homestay owners usually 

have a few booking from customer so only homestay rental income alone usually 

cannot cover all cost. They know this problem so they try to fix this by create more 

value to their business such as, charging customer with local activity or small local 

trip which homestay owner provide to them. 

Nowadays, many homestay owners adapt their homestay business 

from only focusing homestay rental as their main income in the past to activity or 

small trip fee as their main income.  
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4.2 Operation Model Overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Diagram of Local Nest operation model overview 

  

Local Nest acts as a marketplace between homestay owners with 

something to sell (space, activity, trip) and those who wish to purchase (renters, 

traveler).  Local Nest will divide homestay to 2 groups that are existing homestay in 

Thailand and existing homestay in neighboring countries. These homestays will 

contact to Local Nest to use our platform for advertise their homestay business. After 

we collect all information and pictures form homestay owner, we will promote their 

homestay to our customers that are individual customer and organization. With this 

business model, it can help people in local area to generate additional income for 

them by helping from Local Nest. Then, all homestay have to send their homestay 

photos and basic information about their homestay to Local Nest, then we will share 

their information in our platform and also promote them to our customer user 

afterward. 

The network effect is a factor in the success of Local Nest. Our platform 

needs a large network of homestay in order to provide value to an even larger group 

of travelers. The more homestay the provide accommodation on Local Nest, the more 

valuable the service becomes to users. Local Nest does not only provide way for 

traveler to excess homestay easily but also stimulate economy in many local areas by 

supporting them to earn additional income from homestay business. 
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4.2.1 Local Nest Consultant  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Diagram of Local Nest consultant operation model 

 

Since new candidate homestay owner never do homestay business before 

and they also lack of knowledge to run homestay business so Local Nest consultant 

will act as their consultant to help them open their homestay business by giving a 

useful suggestion such as 

 - How to renovate home to proper to be used as homestay 

 - How to operate homestay 

 - How to make homestay business to be sustainable 

 - How to set profitable homestay rental price 

 - How to achieve requirement of Thailand homestay standard 

from department of tourism  

 

Thailand Tourism department supports Thai homestay business for many 

years by setting a standard for homestay business. Any homestay business that 

achieve a requirement, department of tourism will give homestay standard logo to 

these homestay which identify and confirm that these homestay have a standard and  
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also get recognition from department of tourism. With these standard, it will increase 

attractiveness to many traveler, these homestay business also get another benefits by 

supporting from department of tourism such as can join annual seminar about tourism 

improvement, advertisement in tourism exhibition etc. 

 

 Thai Homestay Standard 

Thai homestay standard define their quality standard with 10 areas, 31 

indicators 

 1) Standard of accommodation 

  1.1 Characteristic of accommodation 

  1.2 Cleanliness and comfortable of accommodation 

  1.3 Cleanliness and privacy of bathroom and toilet 

  1.4 Have relaxing space in house or community 

 2) Standard of cuisine 

  2.1 Type of food and ingredients 

  2.2 Clean water 

  2.3 Clean kitchen utensil 

  2.4 Clean food container 

 3) Standard of security 

  3.1 Preparation of first aid 

  3.2 Provide security system 

 4) Standard of courtesy of the homeowner 

  4.1 Hospitality and creating familiarity 

  4.2 Exchange activities about local knowledge 

5) Standard of tour 

 5.1 Offers tours that need a clear recognition from the 

community for visitors. 

 5.2 Information activities 

 5.3 Having Local guide 

6) Standard of national resource and environment 

6.1 Have tourist attraction within community or nearby 
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6.2 Attraction maintenance 

 6.3 Plan to reduce impact from tourism and global 

warming 

 6.4 Have activity that reduce the impact of tourism to 

conserve natural resources and reduce global warming. 

7) Culture Standard 

 7.1 Maintain the culture and traditions of the locals 

 7.2 Sustain community life and also maintain a normal 

routine 

8) Standard of value creation of community product 

 8.1 Create value of community product 

 8.2 Create product that show unique identity in 

community 

9) Standard of homestay management 

 9.1 Have cooperation among local peoples 

 9.2 Have homestay committees 

 9.3 Have committees’ work rules 

 9.4 Benefit are distributed fairly 

 9.5 Have reservation and payment system 

 9.6)Details of fees and services are clearly 

10) Standard of public relation 

 10.1 Publish community tourism document 

 10.2 Have plan for public relation 

 

This standard is optional for new candidate, they do not need to meet a 

standard to join Local Nest. This standard is just a tool to help homestay business run 

easily only. 

However, Local Nest will help new candidate by giving suggestion only, 

we will not help them by investing in their homestay business. 

Now we have launched an info-graphic poster in our platform to tell our 

platform users that we have homestay consultant service providing for them if they  
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want to open homestay business too. This info-graphic describe about what do they 

need to open homestay and how to open business with Local Nest service step by 

step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Info-graphic about How to Open Homestay Business with Local Nest 

         service 
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4.3 Homestay Recruiting Process 

 

  

Figure 4.4 Diagram of Homestay Recruiting Process 

 

In initial stage of our business, we will contact directly to each homestay 

by ourselves and ask them to join our platform. If they interest in our platform, we 

will negotiate about rules, conditions and commission that Local Nest will get from 

each booking. 

Information that homestay must give to Local Nest if they want to be 

promote in our platform are 

1) Homestay name 

2) Location 

3) Picture of their accommodation 

4) Contact information 

5) Facilities that offer to visitors 

6) Check-in, Check out time 
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7) Activities that provide for visitors 

8) Rental price for 1 people/night 

9) Nearby attractions 

10) Content for advertisement in 1 page of A4 paper 

11) Information condition 

12) Etc. 

Then, we will register these homestay in our database 

As we have already known that many local rural homestay owners are lack 

of knowledge about technology and marketing and it’s hard for them to send any 

information or pictures that are appropriate for using as advertisement tools. So, we 

create information and picture guideline for them as instruction for follow step by 

step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Information collecting form for homestay owner 
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Figure 4.6 Example of Picture Guideline for homestay owner 

 

However, although we sent our picture guideline to homestay owner, they 

still sent their pictures with low quality back to us, not similar to our guideline. This 

problem has an effect because this low quality pictures are not proper to promote in 

public platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Example of Low Quality Pictures Sending from Homestay Owners 
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We solved this problem by going to take picture by ourselves at their 

homestay, however, we currently cannot go to collect picture from homestay that 

locate too far from Bangkok due to our time constraint. 

 

4.4 Homestay Promoting Process 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Diagram of Promoting process 

 

Since Local Nest has all information and proper picture from homestay, 

we will find more information and picture of tourist attraction around homestay to 

create an attractive content. We also create poster of each homestay for describe to 

customer about what each homestay offer to customer. After we have poster, content 

and beautiful pictures, we will promote our homestay through 2 channels, online and 

offline. Online channel, we will promote through Facebook platform by using  
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Facebook ads for helping promote our product. We also promote through 

offline channel by contact to hostel owners and asking to attach out promotion poster 

at their hostel. After we promote any homestay, we have to waiting for response to 

any customer who contact to us, reply every question comment in Facebook post or 

Facebook message, reply email or receive call from customer. 

  

4.5 Contact Channel Process 

 

Normally, we use free communication application such as LINE, 

Facebook messenger and e-mail to communicate and confirm transaction with our 

customers. For service provide, we frequently call or contact via mobile phone to 

confirm discount classes and promotions.  

We have many channel for customer to contact Local Nest, However, we 

as Local Nest platform create contact channel in Facebook that called shop function 

that is easily to use by customer to contact us. 
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4.6 Booking Process 

 

Figure 4.9 Diagram of Booking and Payment Process 

  

When any customers contact to Local Nest and ask for available room of 

any homestay in Local Nest platform, we have ask customer about basis information 

such as; Which homestay that they prefer? How many people? How many nights that 

they want book? Need food or any activities or not? Then Local Nest will contact to 

homestay owner and tell them all information we have, if homestay owner accept our 

booking offer, we will contact back to our customer and tell them about booking 

confirmation and payment process. 

 

4.7 Payment Process 

 

For customer convenience, our platform provides both online payment and 

offline payment method for customers.  
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4.7.1 Offline Method 

For offline payment customer who interest in any homestay or local 

activities can transfer money directly to Local Nest bank account. After the money 

had been transfer, customers need to send the proof of payment to us to confirm the 

payment. All customers need to transfer money 7 days in advance at least 50% of 

total price to get booking confirmation, and for another 50% of total price, customer 

can pay directly to homestay owner on the arrival day. For any booking that have time 

prior to arrival lower than 7 days, customer need to transfer money at least 50% of 

total price within that day. After any booking that get confirmation are not refundable. 

50% of total price in advance is used to protect cost of any services that homestay 

prepare to serve customer in case of cancel booking. 

 

4.7.2 Online Method 

In the future plan, Local Nest plan to use online payment platform 

to meet standard of e-commerce of Thailand and global market, such as Paypal, 

LinePay, PaysBuy. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10  Example of Booking Process Through Line Channel 
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4.8 After Done Deal Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Diagram of After Done Deal Process 

 

After payment process is finish, for Homestay side, Local Nest will tell 

homestay owner that customer had already paid an deposit of booking fee, please 

prepare room for our customer in time that they book. For customer side, Local Nest 

will send basic information to customer such as map of homestay, contact number of 

homestay and other necessary information. In term of security, Local Nest will send a 

traveler registration form to customer for filling important information of themselves 

which will be used in case of emergency situation. These customer information will 

also be sent to homestay owner too because they have to recheck that customers that 

come to their homestay are the same person who are registered in traveler registration 

form or not, for benefit of security. 

When the booking day has come, homestay owner have to contact Local 

Nest when customer has arrive their place which will confirm that deal is finish with 

no problem.  
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In term of customer service, homestay owner have to response their duty 

to serve our customer everything until check out time. In some case, homestay owner 

have to pick customers up to public transportation after check out time, so homestay 

owner responsibility will finish after customer arrive public transportation. 

Local Nest’s customer service will take care customer if customers don’t 

get proper service from homestay owner or have any question to ask about Local Nest 

service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Traveler Registration Form 

  

4.9 Feedback 

 

Local Nest also have feedback function as our customer service for both 

homestay owner and traveler. 

  

4.9.1 Traveler’s Feedback 

After traveler leave homestay or finish any local activity / trip, Local 

nest will send questionnaire to traveler for review about how traveler feel when they 

have experience in homestay or local activity. This feedback will be separate to be 2 

parts,  
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First part is public customer’s review which will show public to any 

other traveler, this part have direct effect to homestay, commendation from previous 

traveler will have affect to attractiveness of another traveler. 

Second part is private customer’s review which will show to 

homestay owner only, this part is used as a tool for customer to help homestay owner 

to improve their homestay business in many perspective. Some suggestion in private 

customer’s review are not suitable to let other traveler know, so this function is a 

space to share these kind of reviews. 

4.9.2 Homestay’s Feedback 

After traveler leave homestay or finish any local activity / trip, Local 

nest will send questionnaire to homestay owner for review about how homestay 

owner feel when they have experience with customers. This questionnaire is a space 

for homestay to share about problem that they faced while customer was living in 

their homestay or doing activities.  

4.9.3 Measurement 

Feedback from customer will be used as a tool for Local Nest to 

examine customer satisfaction of all homestay in Local Nest’s Homestay list. 

Measurement is including 

 - Location 

 - Quality of welcome 

 - Cleanliness of homestay 

 - Size of room 

 - Quality of meal 

 - Service and facilities 

 - Quality VS price 

 - Quality of activity (optional) 

 - Quality of trip (optional) 

 - Etc. 

Answer for all questions will be divided to be 5 levels. (1 = bad, 5 = good) 
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Feedback from homestay owner will not be divide to be 5 level but it will 

contain only problem while they serve customer which they think it need to be share 

and improve together with Local Nest team. 

4.9.4 Result  

Result from customer feedback will be used to classify overall 

quality of any homestay. Any homestay that get good feedback from customer will be 

used as model to improve other homestay in the future, good homestay maybe get 

bonus from Local Nest due to good performance. In another hand, any homestay with 

bad feedback need to improve itself to show that they can serve next customer better 

than previous time. However, some bad feedback might not cause from homestay’s 

false, if some bad feedbacks come from homestay constrain that have reasonable 

reason, these feedback will not be count as bad performance. In case that any 

homestay get a lot of bad feedback, do not have any improvement and also do not 

have reasonable cause to defend, these homestay will be reject and delete from Local 

Nest’s homestay platform list. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Traveler Feedback Form 
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4.10 Safety for Homestay and Traveler 

 

In homestay business that asset owner have to giving permission for any 

strangers to use their asset, safety will be important priority that have to be concerned. 

In another aspect, customers also have to make sure that they will get service with 

good standard and safety while they live in homestay. Local Nest concerns about 

these topic so we create process that will be ensured that both homestay owner and 

travelers will be safety while they are using Local Nest service. 

  

 4.10.1 Safety of Homestay 

We selected all homestays that have been evaluated every 3 years 

from Thailand Tourism department which using standard that called "Homestay 

Standard Thailand" so we can ensure that all of them are safe and can be tracked. 

  

4.10.2 Safety of Traveler 

Local Nest created “Customer Registration” form for customer to 

put their personal details after they done a deal to keep it as evidence. From 

exploration about hotel registration, we know that, in many hotels, no matter how 

travelers book their room and make a payment, before travelers get the room key from 

reception desk, receptionist will copy their Citizen ID or passport before giving a key. 

However many Thai homestays operate by rural local people who don’t have 

photocopier (copy machine) so we create another process that will solve this problem. 

After any travelers put their personal detail and Citizen ID number in our registration 

form, we will give all these information to homestay owner to recheck it with traveler 

when they arrive their homestay and then homestay owner will confirm to Local Nest 

again that traveler arrive homestay safety and all information is correct. With these 

processes, homestay owner can ensure that if they get any problem or any emergency 

case, travelers can be tracked by homestay owner and Local Nest. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINANCIAL STRATEGY 

 

5.1 Revenue Model 

 

5.1.1 Commission Fee 

According to sales strategy, we basically gain money by charging 

each homestay from their rental price. The commission fee is separated into 3 service 

dimensions that are 

 1) Lodging rental fee at 10% 

 2) Activity or small trip fee at 3% 

 3) Package fee at 5% 

As that, we set calculation variables and assumptions as below details. 

1) Number of Homestay in Local Nest Network 

In 2017, Local Nest will have 200 homestays join platform and it 

will increase 2 times in 5 years ahead accordingly to our marketing strategy. The big 

challenge is the year of international expansion, 2018 onwards when the domestic 

supply might close to limit, which we think that reputation of our Facebook page and 

application debut will help drive the business in the market outside country. 

2) Number of Purchasing 

It is number of purchasing transaction from overall travelers. We 

assume that in first year we will get 10,000 booking and it will have a big jump in 

2018 accordingly to our marketing strategy. Then, we assume that it will dramatically 

increase years afterward based on number of homestays we have in our network. 

3) Ratio of Each Service Type 

According to 3 type of service, from yearly number of purchasing, 

we assume that 70% will be lodging rental fee, 15% will be activity or small trip and 

package fee equally. 
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5.1.2 Advertisement Fee 

5.1.2.1 Homestay Advertisement 

This is charged to any homestay that want more advertisement. 

Basically, we provide normal advertisement through our platform but in the future, 

which we expect to be 2018 when we launch mobile application, we will offer special 

advertisement scheme for homestay in term of best recommend or easy search 

function and so on. We will charge at 500 baht per period. 

According to this concept, we assume that a half of all 

homestay will require for additional advertisement once a month through a year. 

5.1.2.2 Third Party Advertisement 

 We assume that any third party that is related to tourism 

business such as traveling equipment, trip program, tourism news etc. will start asking 

for our platform advertisement space in 2018 around 10 times a month via our 

Facebook page and also application and it will double a year afterward. We will 

charge at 5,000 baht per time same as homestay advertisement. 

 

Table 5.1 Revenue Model 

 

 

For summary, we can see from above table that the revenue will averagely 

grow at 200% a year and reach 34 million baht in 2021 
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5.2 Average Expected Operation Cost Model 

 

5.2.1 Salary 

According to current Thailand employment system, we basically 

paid salary to employee for each person with 20,000 Baht per month in 2017. In 

initial state, we will hire only 3 employees mainly for homestay data collection, post 

content and application developer. 

 1) Salary growth rate: 10% per year 

 2) Number of employee: Increasing through a year pass rely on 

business expansion 

 2017: 3 people, 2018: 5 people, 2019: 8 people, 2020: 12 people and 2021: 15 people 

5.2.2 Transportation 

We will provide fuel cost for each employee around 7,000 Baht per 

month because they need to drive to upcountry for meeting with many homestay 

which locate in many regions around Thailand. 

5.2.3 Marketing 

In term of marketing, we need to set budget to promote our platform 

to user or homestay owners themselves. We set 10,000 Baht per month for marketing 

and assume that growth rate is  around 200% 

5.2.4 SG&A (Selling, General and Administrative Expenses) 

We set SG&A of our business around 10,000 Baht per month and 

have growth around 150% 

5.2.5 IT Platform Development 

In next few years, we have plan to invest in IT platform to create 

mobile application which is require huge amount of money. We plan to invest it in 

2017 with 150,000 Bath in the first year, and we also have to invest continuously with 

growth rate around 50% 
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Table 5.2 Average Expected Operation Cost 

 

 

5.3 Projected Cash Flow 

 

In 2016, Local Nest plans to find cloud funding to get initial investment 

for our project. From Projected Cash flow, it show that if we want to have enough 

cash to operate business until we get payback, we need to find initial budget around 1 

million Baht. 

 

Table 5.3 Projected Cash Flow for 2016 - 2012 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE AND SUMMARY OF DEMAND SURVEY 
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APPENDIX B 

HOMESTAY LISTS 
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APPENDIX C  

HOMESTAY INFORMATION SHEET AND PICTURE 

GUIDELINE 
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APPENDIX D  

TRAVELER REGISTRATION WITH LOCAL NEST
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APPENDIX E  

TRAVELER FEEDBACK FORM 
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